Supplies:
 Flat Memory Wire
 Artistic wire in 24 or 26 Gauge
Tools:
 Memory Wire Shears
 Step Looping Pliers
 Chain Nose Pliers
 Flush Cutters

1. Decide how many loops
of memory wire you
want around your wrist
& Cut with your memory
wire shears. DO NOT use
your regular flush cutters
or the wire will dull
them.

2. Round one end of your flat memory
wire with your stepped round pliers.

3. Use your flush cutters to trim the loop off of the end of your Rhinestone Chain.

4. Lay the end of your chain against the flat memory wire. You don’t have to have it against
the loop yet.

5. Cut a comfortable length of Artistic wire wire to work with. I use about 20” to 1 Yard.
6. Wrap around the space between the first 2 “cups” and the flat memory wire twice.
Leave a 2” tail. Grab the tail with your chain nose pliers and wrap it around the flat
memory wire above the first “cup”.

7. Slide the wraps up against the memory wire loop. Press the Artistic wire wraps with
your chain nose pliers to set them. Trim the end of the Artistic wire with your flush
cutters.
8. Continue wrapping once in
between each cup and around
the flat memory wire.

9. Trim your cup chain when you get near the end of your bracelet with your flush cutters.

10.Continue wrapping to the end. It’s ok if it
does not reach to the other side exactly.

Wrap 4-5 times around the end.
Go over the entire bracelet
gently moving the chain where
needed to ease it all the way to
the end. Trim the end of the
Artistic wire with your flush
cutters and use your chain nose
pliers to press the wraps down to
finish.

*Modeled by Jewel School’s Merch. Asst. Breann

